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Therefore, it is indispensable for cloud service providers
(CSPs) to provide security techniques for managing their
storage services. Provable data possession (PDP)(or proofs of
retrievability (POR) ) is such a probabilistic proof technique
for a storage provider to prove the integrity and ownership of
clients’ data without downloading data. The proof-checking
without downloading makes it especially important for largesize files and folders (typically including many clients’ files)
to check whether these data have been tampered with or
deleted without downloading the latest version of data. Thus,
it is able to replace traditional hash and signature functions in
storage outsourcing. Various PDP schemes have been recently
proposed, such as Scalable PDP and Dynamic PDP. However,
these schemes mainly focus on PDP issues at untrusted servers
in a single cloud storage provider and are not suitable for a
multi-cloud environment.

Abstract: Provable data possession (PDP) is a technique for
ensuring the integrity of data in storage outsourcing. In this
paper, we address the construction of an efficient PDP scheme
for distributed cloud storage to support the scalability of
service and data migration, in which we consider the existence
of multiple cloud service providers to cooperatively store and
maintain the clients’ data. We present a cooperative PDP
(CPDP) scheme based on homomorphic verifiable response
and hash index hierarchy. We prove the security of our
scheme based on multi-prover zero-knowledge proof system,
which can satisfy completeness, knowledge soundness, and
zero- knowledge properties. In addition, we articulate
performance optimization mechanisms for our scheme, and in
particular present an efficient method for selecting optimal
parameter values to minimize the computation costs of clients
and storage service providers. Our experiments show that our
solution introduces lower computation and communication
overheads in comparison with non-cooperative approaches.
1.

2.

INTRODUCTION

ARCHITECTURE DESCRIPTION

Provable data possession (PDP) (or proofs of retrievability
(POR)) is such a probabilistic proof technique for a storage
provider to prove the integrity and ownership of clients’ data
without downloading data. The proof-checking without
downloading makes it especially important for large-size files
and folders (typically including many clients’ files) to check
whether these data have been tampered with or deleted
without downloading the latest version of data. Thus, it is able
to replace traditional hash and signature functions in storage
outsourcing. Various PDP schemes have been recently
proposed, such as Scalable PDP and Dynamic PDP. However,
these schemes mainly focus on PDP issues at un trusted
servers in a single cloud storage provider and are not suitable
for a multi-cloud environment.

In recent years, cloud storage service has become a faster
profit growth point by providing a comparably low-cost,
scalable, position-independent platform for clients’ data. Since
cloud computing environment is constructed based on open
architectures and interfaces, it has the capability to incorporate
multiple internal and/or external cloud services together to
provide high interoperability. We call such a distributed cloud
environment as a multi-Cloud (or hybrid cloud). Often, by
using virtual infrastructure management (VIM), a multi-cloud
allows clients to easily access his/her resources remotely
through interfaces such as Web services provided by Amazon
EC2. There exist various tools and technologies for multi
cloud, such as Platform VM Orchestrator, VMware v Sphere,
and Ovirt. These tools help cloud providers construct a
distributed cloud storage platform (DCSP) for managing
clients’ data. However, if such an important platform is
vulnerable to security attacks, it would bring irretrievable
losses to the clients. For example, the confidential data in an
enterprise may be illegally accessed through a remote
interface provided by a multi-cloud, or relevant data and
archives may be lost or tampered with when they are stored
into an uncertain storage pool outside the enterprise.
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3.

PDP (CPDP) scheme without compromising data privacy
based on modern cryptographic techniques, such as interactive
proof system (IPS).

MODULES

Multi cloud storage
Distributed computing is used to refer to any large
collaboration in which many individual personal computer
owners allow some of their computer's processing time to be
put at the service of a large problem. In our system the each
cloud admin consist of data blocks. The cloud user uploads the
data into multi cloud. Cloud computing environment is
constructed based on open architectures and interfaces; it has
the capability to incorporate multiple internal and/or external
cloud services together to provide high interoperability. We
call such a distributed cloud environment as a multi-Cloud .A
multi-cloud allows clients to easily access his/her resources
remotely through interfaces.
Cooperative PDP
Cooperative PDP (CPDP) schemes adopting zeroknowledge property and three-layered index hierarchy,
respectively. In particular efficient method for selecting the
optimal number of sectors in each block to minimize the
computation costs of clients and storage service providers.
Cooperative PDP (CPDP) scheme without compromising data
privacy based on modern cryptographic techniques.
Data Integrity
Data Integrity is very important in database
operations in particular and Data warehousing and Business
intelligence in general. Because Data Integrity ensured that
data is of high quality, correct, consistent and accessible.
Third Party Auditor
Trusted Third Party (TTP) who is trusted to store verification
parameters and offer public query services for these
parameters. In our system the Trusted Third Party, view the
user data blocks and uploaded to the distributed cloud. In
distributed cloud environment each cloud has user data blocks.
If any modification tried by cloud owner a alert is send to the
Trusted Third Party.
Cloud User
The Cloud User who has a large amount of data to be
stored in multiple clouds and have the permissions to access
and manipulate stored data. The User’s Data is converted into
data blocks. The data blocks are uploaded to the cloud. The
TPA views the data blocks and Uploaded in multi cloud. The
user can update the uploaded data. If the user wants to
download their files, the data’s in multi cloud is integrated and
downloaded.
4.

5.

DESIGN

Design is a meaningful engineering representation of
something that is to be built. Software design is a process
through which the requirements are translated into a
representation of the software. Design is the place where
quality is fostered in software engineering. Design is the
perfect way to accurately translate a customer’s requirement in
to a finished software product. Design creates a representation
or model, provides detail about software data structure,
architecture, interfaces and components that are necessary to
implement a system. This chapter discusses about the design
part of the project. Here in this document the various UML
diagrams that are used for the implementation of the project
are discussed.
The Unified Modeling Language (UML) is a visual
modeling language used to specify, visualize, construct and
document a software intensive system. The embedded realtime software systems encountered in applications such as
telecommunications, school systems, aerospace, and defense
typically tends to be large and extremely complex. It is crucial
in such systems that the software is designed with a sound
architecture. A good architecture not only simplifies
construction of the initial system, but also, readily
accommodates changes forced by a steady stream of new
requirements.
The UML represents a collection of best engineering practices
that have proven successful in the modeling of large and
complex systems. The UML is a very important part of
developing objects oriented software and the software
development process. The UML uses mostly graphical
notations to express the design of software projects. Using the
UML helps project teams communicate, explore potential
designs, and validate the architectural design of the software.
The primary goals in the design of the UML are: Provide users
with a ready-to-use, expressive visual modeling language so
they can develop and exchange meaningful models. Provide
extensibility and specialization mechanisms to extend the core
concepts. Be independent of particular programming
languages and development processes. Provide a formal basis
for understanding the modeling language. Encourage the
growth of the OO tools market. Support higher-level
development concepts such as collaborations, frameworks,
patterns and components. Integrate best practices.
Modeling
Class Diagram
UML Class diagram shows the static structure of the
model. The class diagram is a collection of static modeling

PROPOSED SYSTEM

In this paper, we address the problem of provable data
possession in distributed cloud environments from the
following aspects: high security, transparent Verification, and
high performance. To achieve these goals, we first propose a
Verification framework for multi-cloud storage along with two
fundamental techniques: hash index hierarchy (HIH) and
homomorphic verifiable response (HVR). We then
demonstrate that the possibility of constructing a cooperative
400
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ACTIVITY DIAGRAM:

elements, such as classes and their relationships, connected as
a graph to each other and to their contents
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Sequence Diagram
Sequence diagram are an easy and intuitive way of
describing the behavior of a system by viewing the interaction
between the system and its environment. A Sequence diagram
shows an interaction arranged in a time sequence. A sequence
diagram has two dimensions: vertical dimension represents
time; the horizontal Dimension represents different objects.
The vertical line is called is the object’s life line. The lifeline
represents the object’s existence during the interaction.

Use Case Diagram
A use case diagram is a graph of actors, a set of use cases
enclosed by a system boundary, communication (participation)
associations between the actors and users and generalization
among use cases. The use case model defines the outside
(actors) and inside (use case) of the system’s behavior
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TPA

Data Flow Diagram
The DFD is also called as bubble chart. It is a simple graphical
formalism that can be used to represent a system in terms of
the input data to the system, various processing carried out on
these data, and the output data is generated by the system.
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interactive proof system, so that it can resist various attacks
even if it is deployed as a public audit service in clouds.
Furthermore, we optimized the probabilistic query and
periodic verification to improve the audit performance. Our
experiments clearly
Demonstrated that our approaches only introduce a small
amount of computation and communication overheads.
Therefore, our solution can be treated as a new candidate for
data integrity verification in outsourcing data storage systems.
As part of future work, we would extend our work to explore
more effective CPDP constructions. Finally, it is still a
challenging problem for the generation of tags with the length
irrelevant to the size of data blocks. We would explore such a
issue to provide the support of variable-length block
verification.
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